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Efforts to build a science of human variation have a long history, Although
a synthesis has yet to be reached, there is growing appreciation among social
!scientists that a Darwinian evolutionary perspective on variation can provide
tixitful avenues of research. The key point of'depature for incorporating Darwinian evolution within the social sciences is recognizing that evolution is a
theory ;rhout history. Evolutionary explanations are historical because they
conccni themselves with how and why things change over time. Two points
are worth making in this regard. First, evolutionary expimations explore '"my
iiet directional change or 'umulative change i n the ch;rrxteristics ol" organisms ;md populations over many generations" (Endler 1986: 5 ) . In this sense,
rhe focus of evolutionary studies is on tracking change tthnmgh time. Second,
and related, evolutionai-y explanations rest on our ability to reconstruct genealogy. 'The key question here is: are two things sitnil;rr because they are related
phylogeneticztlly, or are they similar as a result of other processes such as
convergence imd borrowing?
Interest i n phylogeny has long heen pall of the rese;uch agenda for the
social sciences. It is largcly hecause of this interest that anthropologists have
developed rohust accounts of cultural, hehavioral. biological. and linguistic
histories for much of the world. These "culture histories" link modern, historical, and prehistoric populations through time and across space and arc evolutionary aiccounts in the sense that they are narrdtives about relatedness. Indeed.
the process of defining 21 culture-historical tradition consists of isolating a
Sroup of thinrs that are linked in ancestor-descendent relations. Thus, evoluiionary thinking tits conifwtahly with the kinds of analyses that anthropologists have routiiiely done for the better part of a crntory. The chapters in this
hook reflect the wide range of suhject matter that can be studied phylogeneti-
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Where Should We Go Next?
Our first step is to recognize that phylogenctic theory is not as fa
anthropology as is our ability to evaluate variation statistically. In gcn
need more information on how traits are transmitted within and hetwee
lations and a more sophisticated understanding of how population c
tions influence patterns of relatedness. We need, for example. better
estimating the effects of varying rates of interaction, methods for dete
the impact of structured spatial distributions of individuals, and mo
assessing the role of interpersonal rules for transmission. In additio
creasing our understanding of empirical processes, we also need a
firred grasp of measurement issues such as sampling effects and theco
of units for studying transmission. Simulations likely will be an
component of this kind of research as a means to assess the effe
assumptions on the results of our analyses. We also need to det
varying the properties of transmission and changing our measure
dures influence the patterns we detect with cladistics and other phylo
techniques.
In summary, this volume is only a starting point, a place from whi
theory, models, methods, and techniques L.au be constructed. The
ported here rcpresents the frontier of phylogenetic application
social sciences and shows that by gaining an understanding of
and limitations of existing phylogenetic methods, new statistics
will emerge that more closely nlatch the empirical nature of an
and archaeological phenomena. This is the kind of focused dev
will be needed to move the phylogenetic study of cultural phenome
the adaptation of biological techniques into a fully formed integrated
research. We believe phylogenetic methods are ultimately n key deve
within the social sciences, as they offer n quantitative mems of exp
humm diversity. There is still much to accomplish, hut it promise,
exciting work.
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